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The Yadle Extension for Adobe Creative Cloud allows you to search, find, 
and open assets directly within your Adobe CC application.

Adobe  Creative Cloud

FILE INTELLIGENCE FOR 
Adobe   Creative Cloud

Finding your visual content for re-use or editorial purposes can be 
a time-consuming, frustrating task. Large numbers of files stored
in multiple locations makes this an ever-increasing challenge for 
artists and editors who should be spending time being creative, 
not wasting time hunting for the files they need.
 

Using File Intelligence technology, Yadle makes it simpler and 
faster to find your files, regardless of format or where those files
are located. Yadle lets you search for files using information you 
remember like project names, or visual content, or even camera & 
lens information. Yadle also adds tags to files based on the actual 
contents of the files, allowing you for search images containing 
"smoke" or "brick" or "water".

Find what you're looking for. Fast.
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FIND 
Quickly find assets stored anywhere by keywords and 
by File Channels.

How Yadle Helps  

AI TAGS
Your assets are continually tagged using AI with consistency 
and error-free.

PREVIEW
Preview assets as a List View or as a Gallery View and 
scrub videos.

FILE ACTIONS
Once found, load files and take actions with files stored 
anywhere.

ALWAYS FIND
Always find assets by leveraging file tags, file metadata, 
and file parameters. 

FILE CHANNELS
Quickly search or allow access to assets by File Channels 
(virtual folders).

SEARCH OFFLINE
Search and preview files stored offline for files that 
have been indexed.

COLLECT ASSETS
Search and collect assets stored anywhere in a folder for 
a particular project.  

SEARCH EXTERNAL ASSETS 
On top of searching internal assets, also search external 
assets banks within Adobe CC. 

RE-USE ASSETS
Re-use assets you have instead of re-buying or 
re-creating assets. 

AUTOMATE
Automate repetitive tasks using customizable file actions

Yadle never modifies your filesAdobe Photoshop®
Adobe InDesign® 
Adobe InCopy®
Adobe Illustrator®
Adobe Premiere Pro®
Adobe Prelude®
Adobe After Effects®
Adobe Audition® 
Adobe Dreamweaver®

Supported:

Yadle Benefits

Save a lot of time by levering AI-generated tags and 
searching within Adobe CC

Improve your work by using the very best assets 
available and always finding what you’re looking for

Be at your best by keeping your focus on creating 
instead of searching

Simplify your work by automating repetitive tasks

Save the company money by re-using assets versus 
re-creating or re-buying

Yadle typically saves $3,000 per user 
per year, a 25X ROI    

 Find what you're looking for. Fast.
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